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Nixon proposes sulfur tax
to cut industrial pollution
WASHINGTON iAPI - President
Nixon has proposed his first pollution
tax. a levy on the sulfur emitted from
the smokestacks of factories and power
plants.
Administration spokesmen said the
tax would encourage industry to meet
regional air-quality standards that take
effect in 1975
To the extent that they don't,
however, the sulfur tax could be passed
on to consumers in the form of higher
prices for electricity and other
products
The sulfur tax was one of a half-dozen
legislative proposals promised in a
special message on the environment,
sent to Congress yesterdav

AAardi Gras
for charity
By Me| Crossgrove
Shades of SI George' There's a
dragon on campus'
l.asl Friday an eight-foot, purple
creature with a pink gaping mouth,
green tongue and pink tail appeared
in the Union lobby, and has since
been talking to passers-by
The dragon, named Clayborne. is
both mascot and publicist for the
Mardi Gras. the annual festivities
sponsored b\ the Union Activities
Organization tUAOl during
Chanties Week
JERRY MARTIN. UAO program
director, said campus sororities,
fraternities, housing units and the
charities board of the student
government also participate in
planning acti\ ities for Mardi Gras.
Mardi Gras will begin Thursday
evening with a concert by The
Temptations in Anderson Arena at 8.
Other festivities are scheduled for
Friday and Saturday nights, also
beginning at 8
On Friday night an all-campus

dance, featuring the ' HlucTater ", a
rock group from Cincinnati, will be
held in the Grand Ballroom. Union
On Saturday night, the Grand
Ballroom will take on a casino
atmosphere, and games ot chance
will Defeatured
ALSO TO BE featured on
Saturday night only in the Dogwood
Suite will be Katina. an exotic
dancer
A continuous showing ol old-time
movies will begin at 7 p m both
Friday and Saturday in the Wayne
Room
Special Mardi Gras buttons can be
purchased lor 50 cents at the ticket
office in University Call Purchase
of a button is good lor a discount on
some events and free admission to
others I'owever. there will be no
admission to the old-time movies
without a button
All proceeds Irom the Mardi Gras
festivities go to various national and
local charities Last year. $4,000 was
raised during Mardi Gras. and this
year's goal has been set at $5,000

NIXON SAID he will propose a
measure encouraging slates to take
control of the location of highways and
airports by 1975
Those which fail to obtain federal
approval of their plans by then would
start losing federal highway and
airport construction aid and landacquisition money from the Land and
Water Conservation Fund
Each year they delay, their federal
aid in these areas would be reduced an
additional percentage and would be
redistributed to states with approved
plans
Nixon also proposed to discourage
the development of coastal wetlands by

removing the eligibility of projects
located on wetlands from certain tax
benefits available to commercial
construction
TWO OTHER proposals would seek .
to control the land disposal of toxic
wastes and the soil runoff from
construction projects Each would rely
on state regulation under federal
guidelines
Still another proposal would make

poisons to control predator animals on
federal land, much of which is used,
under permits, for the grazing of cattle
and sheep
--An order for development of
standards to protect farm workers
from pesticide poisoning
-An order for preparation of energysaving new insulation standards for
multiple-dwellings built with federal
aid.

Alternatives considered

Mayor views plant plan
By Harold Brown
Asst. Managing Editor
Mayor Charles llarllett reviewed a
plan detailing proposed improvements
to the city's waste water treatment
plant on W I'oe Road Monday night at
city council
The plan, completed by a local
engineering firm, details three
alternate methods ol updating the
present plant

Irish violence: unity
ruled out os solution
BELFAST, Northern Ireland (AIM •
Prime Minister Brian Faulkner has
ruled out any idea of Irish unity as a
solution to the violence and bloodshed
which has stricken his province.
In an unyielding address to
Parliament yesterday he declared:
"What we have seen of the Irish
Republic, we do not like We do not
admire the petulant and bellicose
utterances of its public figures on the
world stage."
Faulkner spoke as Northern Ireland's
Protestant majority, anxious to ward
off any weakening in the British fight
against the Irish Republican Army,
prepared to launch an organization to
thwart moves toward a united Ireland

the harming of an endangered species
of animal a federal offense for the first
time, subject to criminal penalties.
It also would seek to protect species
on the verge of becoming
"endangered".
In addition to the legislative
proposals, the Nixon message
announced executive actions in the
environmental field including
-A complete ban on the use of

THE ROMAN Catholic minority,
bent on bringing the British province
under the rule of the overwhelmingly
Catholic Irish republic, singled out
today as I) Day in a new civil rights
campaign of disruption of civic life and
resistance to the Protestant-based
government
In preparation for the 24 hours of
protest meetings, hunger vigils and
school boycotts. Faulkner's
government canceled all police leave.
While rejecting a united Ireland-a
solution advanced by many prominent
British politicians-Faulkner conceded
that the Northern Ireland government
must allow more room for responsible
Catholic participation in power.

The first and second alternates
involve additions to the existing facility
at costs ranging from $5 5 to $5.7
million. Mayor Barllett said these
plans would not solve the problem from
a long-range point of view.
The third plan calls for construction
of a new plant at a new site The cost of
this plan was set at $5.3 million
"II we decide on the third
alternative, the plant would probably
be located east of 1-75 and. as a result.
Poe Ditch would be closed.'' II,n licit
said.
HE ADDED THAT 30 to 40 per cent
of the cost may be financed by federal
funds through the Ohio Water
Development Authority.
The report has also been submitted to
I' .1 Peinz Co. and the University, both
of which Barllett expects to participate
in financing the project
"The final solution to the problem
will depend upon the financing the city
gets from those organizations." the
mayor said
In legislative action, council gave all
three readings and passed an ordinance
providing ambulance service to Plain,
Center. Portage and Liberty townships.
Lt. Richard Pall, of the city fire
department, told council that this piece
of legislation was necessary in order to
obtain federal funds toward the
purchase of a new ambulance-rescue
unit
Pe said the city was already
providing service to those townships

covered in the ordinance. "The state
wants to make sure that the city
doesn't get the money and then confine
service to those living within the city
limits." he said.
LT. HALL SAID the federal
government could finance up to 80 per
cent of the cost The vehicle under
consideration
would
cost
approximately $18,000.
The ambulance is of (he modular
type, meaning that the body can be
removed and the chasis replaced when
it wears out. Lt Pall said
Council gave first reading to an
ordinance calling for reconstructing,
grading, widening and installing traffic
control devices on Mercer Road from
East Wooster Street to W Poe Road.
The project is to be financed through
. state Issue I funds Mayor Bartlelt said
costs may outstrip the available funds
by $42,000
The city has in writing a guarantee of
$30,000 from the University, which will
lower the possible cost of the city to
$12,000
The road would consist of four traffic
lanes with construction to begin in 1973
Council also passed legislation
providing for re-codification of city
ordinances at a cost of $5,200; an
ordinance allowing the safety-service
director to advertise for bids on a new
station wagon for the fire department,
and an ordinance updating fines for
parking meter violations and fire
protection outside of the city.

Sixth-graders tape newscasts for WBGU-TV
By Mary Wey
and Bill Hoyle
This may be the TV generation, but
television is more than a "boob tube''
for sixth-grade students in northwest
Ohio

)

Last Friday, students from Pine
Street School in Perrysburg
participated in the News "6" program,
sponsored by the Northwest Ohio
Educational Television Association
(ETVl. WBGU-TVs in-school
programming service.
IN THE PROGRAM, students gather
material and present an entire
newscast with limited adult
supervision.
The News "6" programs are believed
to be the first effort of this kind in the

nation, according to Ms Margaret
Tucker, director of in-school TV at
WBGU
Three weeks of work and preparation
are involved in the production of one
five-minute newscast. Ms Tucker said
"Brian Naughton. producer, and
Larry Reid. executive producer, of
News "6 ", take slide shows to selected
sixth-grade classes in northwest Ohio
and explain to them what news Is," she
said
Each student is then asked to write a
news story from which the best are
chosen for the broadcast, she added
Friday, the Perrysburg sixth-grade
reading class covered witchcraft. ESP.
a student safety program and ecology
in their newscast.
USING FILMED interviews, slides
and stories written by their

classmates. Douglas Brinkley, Lynetle
Neal and Jeff Stockner presented the
actual telecast.
The sixth-grade trio worked through
several takes before the final version
was taped. The students also taped two
short promotional films.
Ned Poffman. reading teacher at
Pine Street school, said all the students
in his class have reading abilities equal
to a freshman in high school.
"Obviously, it's not my job to teach
them how to read All I can do is supply •
them with ideas and then let them go,"
he said.
After the tapings. Douglas, the 11year-old anchorman, said his favorite
newscaster is Walter Ctonkite.
However, he wants to become a sports
announcer
Commenting on the fighting at a
recent Ohio State vs. Minnesota
basketball game. Douglas said
"Minnesota should be thrown out of
the league for its lack of sportsman- •
ship."
ELEVEN-YEAR-OLD Jeff Stockner
said he hopes to become a doctor or
astronaut. Pe said the most important
recent news was presidential advisor
Henry Kissinger's secret talks with the
North Vietnamese.
"They should have been made known
to the public," he said. "If Nixon wants
to get elected, he can't keep secrets
from us."
Lynette Neal. also 11, said she was
"nervous before the taping, but too
busy to be nervous during the takes."
While Lynette, Douglas and Jeff
made last-minute preparations for the
newscast, the rest of their class toured
the WBGU television station.
"This gives the kids a behind-thescene view and better understanding of
TV and newscasting," said Tom Tobin.

producer-director at WBGU-TV.
Tobin said the News "6" program is
also a learning experience for the
University students involved in the
program's production
Neil McCormick, sophomore
cameraman tor News "6". said
programs "like this help us get
experience that we otherwise wouldn't
get."

News 6

>* l

ACCORDING TO Ms Tucker. News
"6" is funded both by state grants and
the schools which participate in the
programs.
Four thousand dollars is given by the
state to pay for air-time and needed
materials. Also, each sixth grader
participating in the program pays 50
cents toward actual production costs,
Ms. Tucker said.

Two programs have been taped since
January 1, when the first appropriation
was made.
Each week, a different northwest
Ohio school belonging to the ETV
Association participates in the
programs. The newscasts are shown on
Channel 70 Mondays at 10:40 a.m. and
Wednesdays and Thursdays at 9:45

Perrysburg sixth graders look on as a News "6' program is taped. Students
gather all materials and present an entire newscast with little supervision.
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eprreRiaLS
rote review
We can only hope that President Moore's cancellation of this
spring's ROTC Review is a permanent one and not an action to
avoid another demonstration like last year's.
The ROTC Review was cancelled in 1970 because of feared
violence after the Kent State killings, but it reappeared in 1971.
apparently because the campus mood was considered "safe and
tranquil." Administrators were wrong.
This senseless parading of the military is something that should
have been cancelled a long time ago because it is idiotic and not
because it is likely to cause disruptions.
Hopefully, the Review will be a thing of the past to this
University and the anti-ROTC forces will find another method of
voicing their protest.

vote in bg
We've won.
For the first time, ten University students were considered to
be residents of the city of Rowling Green These students and one
former student registered Monday as voters with the Wood
County Board of Elections.
No more absentee ballots and notarization. No more voting for
the issues and candidates in one's home town when he spends only
three months oul of the year there.
In another victory for the newly enfranchised voter. Secretary
of State Ted W. Brown cast the deciding vole in a 2-2 deadlock on
the issue of a proposed questionnaire that would establish legal
residency of voters under 21 years of age in Athens County.
The questionnaire would have been placed on all registration
forms asking residency questions when a person appears to
register. Brown voted the questionnaire illegal.
Nevertheless, our struggle has not ended. The next step is up to
us and that step is to register with the Wood County Board of
Elections so the student vote will be a powerful influence in the
next local elections.
We've finally won the right to register We will win more rights
in the future-but until then, we must use this right...we must
register.

open house
Last Friday, the Student Affairs Council approved a proposal to
give governing bodies in the individual residence halls the power
to declare certain sections of the dormitory "private areas"
where consumption of alcoholic beverages would be permitted.
Unfortunately, it set aside a motion allowing dormitory
governing bodies to determine open house policies in individual
residence halls.
As student body president Art Toalston said in yesterday's
News, it would be sad if one proposal is approved and the olher is
voted down.
Dr. James G. Bond, vice president of student affairs, was right
last week when he said the open house proposal was part of a
bigger issue-dormitory autonomy.
The student has a right to live under policies he helped to shape.
If Ur. Bond's office. President Moore and the Board of Trustees
approve the alcoholic beverage policy passed by the Student
Affairs Council, that will be one step in the right direction.
The next step will be to approve the open house proposal.

uncle benito

Lerrers
winners, despite record
Portions ot "Words Eve View" on
Friday. February 4. prompt this letter ot
•disagreement. I cannot understand the
basis for such deceptive statements
about our junior and sophomore varsity
basketball players as "most of the
players for the Falcons are losers,
andlhey don't know how to win" and
"these players are losers from the word

go."
The tacts which were either neglected
to research or chosen to ignore in the
column do not support the branding ol
most of the varsity players as losers The
junior players ■ Dalynn Badenhop. Tom
Scott, Jell Booms. Jeff l.essig. Al Huss.
Tim Perrine, and Tom Habik) won the
MAC Freshmen Title in 1969-70 with a 7-0
record
defeating Toledo.
Western
Michigan, and Kent twice and Ohio
University al Athens (Miami has not
played a complete MAC freshmen
schedule for several years)
The overall record of the juniors as
frwhmen was 12-2 They lost only to the
University ol Michigan freshmen at Ann
Arbor by a wide margin in their first

o they say
Sen. J. W.
Kissinger:

Fulbright on

1'enry

A.

"If we atk htm 10 explain his
statement to the Foreign Relations
Committee, he would say as he has In Ike
past that he Is not responsible in Ike
Senate bat only to tke President."

tell me how to vote
By Cindy Suopis
Editorial Editor
Dear Uncle Benil
I'm running seared.
This will be the tirst presidential campaign I am entitled
lo vote in. and frankly, my new right to vote scares me a
little Unlike many ol the other presidential elections, this
particular one has such a large group ot concerned
candidates who support all the issues 1 stand for
Although 1 was never that much concerned about politics,
I have been listening to campaign speeches and reading
political commentaries for the past few months and I think
I am fairly well versed on the issues and the candidates
For instance, (ieorge Wallace. I'e is a radical who hales
blacks and busing People wonder why he continues to run
for the presidency because he supposedly doesn't have a
chance. Nixon is wondering the same thing because it
Wallace doesn't run, he may pick up some of his votes unfortunately, the Democrats are thinking Ihe same thing
Do you think someone is paying Wallace to run''
Nevertheless, he is tor more law and order and heaven
knows the South needs that more than the North.
Then there is I'umphrey I'e must have learned a lot
about the issues since he was vice president under Johnson
because he never used to talk as much then as he does now
Before the war when Johnson was in the White I'ouse.
I'umphrey was for the war in Vietnam. Now that Nixon is
in the White I'ouse. and Johnson is at the Ranch.
I'umphrey is asking for immediate withdrawal All of a
sudden, the war is bad
I'VE GOT TO admit. Uncle, that John Lindsay is a cutie
I really admire the way he switches from partv to party in
an effort to try them all out. Pe too. is'demanding
immediate withdrawal from Indochina and New York.
I also know Eugene McCarthy who has the same last
name as Joe McCarthy. I feel sorry for Eugene because
he's been running for some time now on the issues the new
candidates have picked up Some people say we weren't
ready for him in 1968. but we will be in 1972. I'e s got one
bad mark agaisnt him though, he is separated from his wile
and that is a reflection of how he will carry out the
president's job, should he chose to accept it.
Moving to the other side, there is Sam Yorty. mayor of
Los Angeles. Yorty is calling for a military victory in

Vietnam but that doesn't not necessarily mean he is just
like Nixon. I'e is opposed to Nixon's trip to Peking which is
a good indicator of how Yorty feels about foreign policy.
And I must admit. Uncle, even President Nixon is
beginning to impress me another factor that will make unvoting tor the 1972 president more difficult. After all. he is
going to China, he has secretly made peace plans, he is
cutting the troops back and he hired a woman as a top
economic advisor The man is certainly coming to his
senses I'e seems so much more aware, and concerned of
Ihe welfare ot America
You know, Uncle, according to the critics. Nixon is a
much better man this term than he was when he ran
against Kennedy They say it had something to do with the
way he came across on television This time around he's
coming on the tube a lot better than before, I'e is looking a
lot more rested than when he was running in 1968. probably
because he has given up trying to visit all 50 states before
election day.
AND I AM running scared All the candidates, even the
ones who are not running, like Teddy, are looking so good
and are with it. No matter who wins this year, we will get
all those things we've been fighting for: the defense cut.
withdrawal, arms limitation, more federal aid to health,
education and welfare, more minorities recognized, better
international relations and peace. Uncle, peace
To think, this is Ihe first lime I will be able to vote along
with millions of other newly enfranchised voters. Can we
handle the task of picking the right man. when they all
seem so good? Are we mature enough to place the almighty
"X" on the ballot that will be a true example of our right to
be an American.
1 only wish I was a more experienced voter like you. 1
wish 1 had been through this before so I could instant iv pick
the winiiei■■•the man who would be the best President of the
United States.
It's amazing how the men who are campaigning used 10
be so blah and run-of-the-mill. Now they are concerned
candidates who are striving to make America a belter
place to live in.
Which one. Uncle, who shall I cast my vote tor? Who. out
of all the good candidates deserves my vote?
Which one, Uncle, will keep at least one-third of his
campaign promises should he be elected?
Your loving niece

game, but gave the Ohio State freshmen
team ot I.uke Wltle, Alan I'ornyak Dave
Merchant. Mark Wagar, etc .ill the)
could handle m Columbua before three ol
the lie freshmen fouled oul .mil OSI
won by two points The sophomore
players (Brian Si.mi.HI Bob f'otaling
Jack Wissniaii
.mil .Inn Kindle
compiled an H 6 overall record last yeai
as freshmen
THE FACTS ol Bob I'otaling s gaslro
mtestinal illness tins season which kepi
him out ol action for nearly lout weeksin
December and January, and the severe
burns received by Jim Kindle and Jack

Wissman in the accidental kitchen fire
on New Yeai 8 Eve were never
mentioned In the column Neither were
the knee injuries which have hindered
Tim Perrine and Tom Babik throughout
the 1971 72 season Wouldn't you agree
thai these unfortunate happenings are
bandit aps to .1 team being at full
strength '
1 coached these young men for the two
freshtui its seasons mentioned and. in my
opinion they were are and will be
winners " I am shocked when blame is
placed on .1 group Ol athletes who are
giv ing then best and are faced with some
ol
the
most
negative newspaper

coverage I have ever read concerning a
varsity athletic team at Bowling Green.
Perhaps the constant "ballyhooing" of
our "great" 16 wins. 4 losses) present
freshman team and the "pulling down"
ot the vanity at every opportunity are
contributing factors to the varsity-losing
streak and the unexpected losses
suffered by the freshmen learn. (The
psychological, emotional, and spiritual
aspects of an athlete should be
considered as well as the physical
abilities he possesses )
John Piper
Assistant Professor of
I'ealth and Physical Education1

revival leads to social concern
In reply to Ml Brill - lellet ol lib 3
1972
The charge has been made that the
Jesus movement is .1 farce and 11 lias
been implied thai .1 serious beliel in
Biblical Christianity, is a hindraro
social action Mv reply to Mi itnit is
that the Church and various revival
movements ol history have been .1 lorce
lor social change, and lhai that social
concern has been rooted in laking
seriously ihe words ol Jesus is t, veiled
in ihe N T teg Luke 10
Although I am not lamihai with the
total spectrum ol concern "l il" Jesus
people, 1 .mi aware thai historically
revival has often led lo an increase in
social concern toi Individuals who aflei
having personally realized Ihe
redemptive action ol Jesus Christ, have
sought to genuinely improve the lot ot
others
morally,
intellectually
am!
physically
In the realm ol education ,1 numbei ol
the universities in this country, such as
Princeton. Dartmouth, and the dm ol
Pennsylvania, were founded ,1- .1 direct
result ot the Great Awakening
IN ENGLAND, the Methodisi revival
"provided the moral impetus ih.n enable
Wilberforce to gel legislation in 1807
banning English participation in the
slave trade
The evangelicals ol llurevival also strove to improve child
labor laws and another ol then numbei
helped found ihe African state ol Sierra
Leone for freed black slaves ot course
this list is not exhaustive, but n does
indicate that revival has not hindered but

instead aided (because ol social Justice
Mihoiigh the primary concern of the
evangelical 1- .1 person • relationship to
(iod 1
gleet .1 mans total need is
unseriptural
Both concerns are not exclusive \
good example ot dual concern is one
group named in Mi Bntl -letter, inter
\.11 istv Christian Fellowship Inadditmn
lo recently sponsoring group discussions

William Cantar
Columbus. Ohio

Dale A Kopas
149 Anderson

better security image
ihe task ot Campus Security, like that
ol othei organs of the University, is a
proverbially thankless one Hut. all in
all. the loi ,d gendarmes really don't step
on too many toes at least from what
I veheard
Oh veil (hey re partly to blame for the
ROTC Raid mess ol last year, and it
IS sometimes to their disadvantage that
Dick Shaffei .x In are sworn to carry
OUI even the most
misguided
administrative directives Nonetheless.
let US hope the day .1 similar incident is
witnessed a Hi; will be the day glad

THERE IS, however, something that's
kinda been buggin' me lately Is it really'
necessary tor campus cops to wear
shootin' irons'* I'm sure this is only the
umpteenth (ime the question has been
posed. But I wasn't around when the last
explanation was handed down
Given the obvious lack of major crime
on campus (despite (he latest, official
report). I think that putting the bangbangs in a drawer in Commons might
bolster Security's image just a little and
maybe even prevent a tragic mistake.

assistants gel a raise

Dave K raus
926 E. Wooster

-*

•me BG news
An Independent Student Voice

sit down
Just happened to pick up a copy ot The
BG News of Feb. :'. 197J. and read the
unbelievable article,
opinion" by
Clarence Daniels and James Burgess
and I have been aching to ask one
question ever since the football season
and now it applies to the basketball
season too
Those of us whites who have graduated
from BGSU iJune 1962> and still come
back to root for the Tony Bills, Ihe Lee
Pansons and all the other black athletes
of our school, cannot understand the
section of blacks in the stadium and now
in Memorial Pall, that remain seated
throughout the playing of our National
Anthem.
Brothers, how can we be proud of you
when you act this way at our games'*
They are your brothers playing for you
and your school Don't make us ashamed
of you and your brothers.

on the environmental crisis: (hey raised
over $200 as part of national effort to aid
displaced Pakistani refugees. I hope that
this can be considered social concern,
and that both social concern and
evangelical action would walk hand in
hand for Christians on (his campus.
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So what if she's a giri?

Political alienation leads
to revolution-Schwartz
By Scott Scredon
Sulf Reporter

formation of small groups or
cells, mass appeals,
"movement building."--that
is, access to money, the
media and weapons-revolutionary negotiation
and the outbreak of violence

Dr. David C Schwartz,
associate professor at
Livingston University, said
yesterday "alienation from
the political system" is the
first stage of revolution.
Dr. Schwartz made the
comment in a speech on
"The Nature and Politics of
Guerrilla
Warfare"'
delivered in the Education
Bldg
}'e said the six stages of
revolution are alienation.

Dr. Schwartz said the
most prevalent explanation
of revolution has been poor
social conditions, but said he
thinks this alone cannot be
the reason
Political systems try to
socialize their people bysuch things as the pledge of
allegiance to the flag and the
Star-Spangled Banner, he
said

Ripofts
WBGU radios Free
Fire Zone program will
hold an open forum
tonight at 11 on
"commercial rip-offs."
Listeners
are
requested to call in and
talk about ways in
which they feel they
have been cheated by
encyclopedia deals,
college insurance plans
and the like.
The number to call is
372-2138

Dr. Schwartz said
alienation sets in because of
three things: threat from
value conflict; personal
powerlessness:
and
powerlessness from other
outlets, such as when a
person's congressman
cannot inject his interests
into the political system.
t'e said alienation has not
just affected the poor, black
Southern and the socially
deprived in this country, but
young upper-class people as
well

Woman in news media

Dr. Schwartz, who is on
the graduate faculty at
Rutgers University, said
alienation turns into
revolution through the
efforts and organization of
intellectuals who have
usually been the leaders of
revolution.
Pe said all revolutions
have widespread violence or
the threat of violence and
said he could not think of any
revolution that was not
violent
Pe also said revolution is
an option of relatively last
resort and said he knows of
"nothing less practical"
than a guerrilla war.
Dr. Schwartz is also
consultant to the University
Science
Center
in
Philadelphia

""■npllejlti by Mtwcy I

Ridge St. School students, Brian and Mark,
or* taught by Industrial Education students

Indian poetry reading
scheduled here today
A poet from India, now visiting the United States as a
resident writer in the international writing program at the
University of Iowa, will be here today.
Arvind Krishna Mehrotra. a graduate of the University of
Bombay, will read from his own work and from the writings
of other Indian poets at 8 15 p m. in 115 Education Bldg
A lecturer in English at the University of Allahabad,
Mehrotra is the author of "Pomes Poemes Poemas".
"Woodcuts on Paper" and "Bharamate: A Prayer" and has
published widely in literary magazines in India, America and
Great Britain.
The reading is sponsored by the master of fine arts
program in the department of English It is free and open to
the public
NOW FEATURED AT

NIKI'S BOOTERY

Carol Saynisch, WTOL-TV
news reporter. Monday
stressed her desire to "make
people listen to the story and
not pay attention to who's
saying it."
Speaking to about 50
persons in the Alumni Room.
Union. Ms. Saynisch
discussed women in
broadcasting and the type of
person-male or female-it
takes to work in the news
Ms. Saynisch is the only
female reporter for Channel
11 in Toledo. Before joining
the WTOL news staff, she
worked as a reporter for the
Burlington County Times in
Burlington. N.J.

how to make play dough. Classes are held (or
the youngster* every Thursday.

Senate ok's dock strike bill
WASHINGTON <AP> Despite a tentative
voluntary agreement in
negotiations, the Senate
voted yesterday to end the
123-day West Coast dock
strike by compulsory
arbitration.
A 79-3 roll-call vote sent
the bill to the Pouse.
Sens. William Proxmire.
(D-Wis l. Fred R Parris,
(D-Okla I. and Lowell
Weicker, (R-Conn.i cast the
dissenting votes.
The measure provides for
termination of the
arbitration proceedings at
any time a voluntary
settlement of all issues is
certified to the Secretary of
Labor by both sides.
The vote in favor of the
emergency dock strike
proposal requested by
President Nixon came after

the Senate rejected. 42 to 39
an amendment to provide a
permanent machinery for
settling disputes in the
transportation industries
DEBATE
ON the
compulsory arbitration bill
was under way when
announcement of a tentative
agreement to arbitrate
remaining issues voluntarilyreached the Senate floor.
Sen. Parrison Williams.
(D-N.J.l, chairman of the
Senate Labor Committee,

and Sen Jacob Javit. (RNY.i.
its
ranking
Republican, said the
agreement came as no
surprise and as anticipated
in the legislation itself
The Senate measure
provides for immediate end
to the strike and no
resumption for at least 18
months
Binding arbitration would
be completed in 40 days
Alternating methods are
provided for selection of the
arbitration panel
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Selling Insurance
is goj.my job - helping you
buy it.
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Martin R. Stancik
352-7532
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"A WOMAN in this field
has to to decide when to stop
being a nice kid and be a
hard broad." Ms Saynisch
said You're good on your
own merits So what if
you're a girl''"
She said the moil
discouraging aspect of a
woman's job situation is that
other people don't take a
woman seriously
"Men think you're a dumb
broad no matter what you
do." she said
The major factor in the
"bit of prejudice" against
women in broadcasting is
pay discrepancy, she said

Powever. discrimination
also appears in the type of
assignments a woman
receives.
"Sometimes the station
doesn't trust me as it would
a man." she said "At first it
felt the public wouldn't
accept a woman '
In spite of these problems,
she said women have
progressed
in
the
broadcasting field during the
last five years.

Carol Saynisch

"In the field of
communications, you must
have an awfully strong
constitution
and
temperament."
Ms
Saynisch said "Be the best
qualified person you can '
She said one of the most
interesting aspects of her
profession is that she "never
knows what's going to
happen

As far as her future plans
are concerned, she said she's
now at the point where "I'm
trying to decide whether to
quit and have babies or to
challenge Waller Cronkite."
Ms Saynisch"s speech was
nonsofftd by the local
chapter of Theta Sigma Phi.
national society for women
in communications

Women's films planned
The Women's Organization is sponsoring a film festival
tonight at 7 in 210 Math-Science Bldg
The films include "The Women's Film". a documentary on
sexist, racial and economic exploitation: "Day of Plain
Punting", and "The Women from Telecommunication B ". a
movie on North Vietnam's fighting women
The festival will also be previewed this afternoon from
3 30 to 5 in 101 Education Bldg
The film festival is free and open to the public
Babysitters will be provided

KLOTZ FLOWER FARM
VALENTINE SPECIAL:
POTTED RED TULIPS AND AZALEAS - $4.00

MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE CO
OF NEW YORK (MQ NY)

THURSDAY IS BGSU NITE
ALL AREA STUDENTS
I.D.'t REQUIRED

SAY "I LOVE YOU" WITH FLOWERS
ROSES AND CARD/A TIONS BY THE DOZEN
S. COLLEGE & NAPOLEON

1

$100

353-3911

— NOW PLAYING —
EVE.-at 7:10, 9:25
SAT. & SUN. at 2, 3:38, 5:15, 7:10, 9:30

SUNDAY — OPENING "TIL 3 P.M. — ADULTS $1.00

III I
Hill
H-1PP1...
with a jolly good sport
Fashion tun and gamn sttrl wtlh i vity succtsslul spotlsier
Tht English mot tei ont on in soil going glovt with ■ supsi
now rail happmin tht skid slentl
ffY"ini£^*
In Blur or (iith Sib 99
\-V^I II Irw

■osmwerr OHto-t mnut MSO no«i OOHTOIITAI
awcOTor uoumr ■IIIIIMam
— Now Playing —
Eve.-7:15, 9:30
Sat. & Sun. 2, 3:40, 5:20, 7:15, 9:30

PAGLIAI'S Wednesday night special:
All the spaghetti you can eat

The little black book
that became a national best-seller.

only $1.25
SUCH f GOOD FRIENDS
/Vsl OITO PR&rVMNGER FILAA

Starring
DY/4N C/4NNON

Pk&UfWb wiS.m/t/n

X4MESCOCO

JENNIFER O'NEILL

KENHOW4RD
NINKFOCH
LAURENCE LUCKINBILL
and
LOUISE L4SSER as Marcy
BURGESS MEREDITH as Kalman
and
O.C.SMITH SINGING'SUDDENLY, IT'S/ILL TOMORROW

EAT IT here or pick up
and carry out. Prices are
not for delivery.

Screenplay by
ESTHER CHLE

Adaptation by
DKJID SMBEf?

THChVMS Z. SHEWRD

353.-757/

Pnotographed b»
G/1YNE RESCHER

Bawl on the Novel hv
LOIS GOULD

Production DevgnerROUBEN TER-/1RUTUNI/4N

Color by
MOVIEMB

A
B4R/IMOUNT

■■^•. i
jf#

Produced and D"*»*-ted by
p*ve-ito» *duii guiiai*n i

DON'T AVOID TEMPTATION
SEE AND HEAR THE TEMPTATIONS
THIS THURSDAY AT MEMORIAL HALL
CONCERT STARTS AT 8:00 P.M.
DOORS OPEN AT 7:15

!

- Ball of Confusion
- Psychedelic Shack
- Cloud Nine
- Can't Get Next To You
- I Wish It Would Rain

ALL TICKETS — $3.00
ON SALE NOW AT THE
UNION TICKET OFFICE

■4
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Henry IV Part I
By Patty Bailey
Staff Reporter
You wouldn't expect the
cast of Henry IV Part I to
practice dance steps half an
hour before each rehearsal
You wouldn't expect to see
twenty
Shakespearean
actors standing straight
faced, meowing like a pack
of alley cats.

But they do.
THE CAST of Henry IV
spends from an hour to an
hour and a half before each
rehearsal
practicing
breathing exercises
and
body movements.

A (far-

Hotspur played by Dennis Turner, graduate student, it carried
from the battlefield by Falstnff, played by Bob MacClennan,
graduate student. The University production opens tonight.

rtlOtn

"Shakespeare
requires
better,
freer,
more
continuous movement, and
it's harder to speak
Shakespeare's
language
clearly,'' said Dr Roger
Gross, associate professor of
speech and director of the
production
Dr. Gross explained that
most American actors have
not been trained for the
rigorous requirements of a
Shakespearean play. The
mouth especially is not
"athletic''
enough
to
enunciate clearly and
quickly Shakespeare's poetic
language
So the actors spend part of
each rehearsal learning to

speak tongue twisters, and
practicing
breathing
exercises.
One of the biggest
problems for actors is to
learn to relax on stage,
according to Dr Gross.
"For most people the
handling of the body is habit. |
The actor has to break out of
habit and learn to control his
body by will." the director
said.
ONE OF THE problems
the production has had to
cope with is part of the
script which calls for a girl
to speak and sing in Welsh
However,
Shakespeare
doesn't
provide
the
dialogue; the script simply
says, "she speaks in Welsh."
Dr. Gross said he couldn't
find anyone on campus who
could speak Welsh Finally,
he wrote to a friend who
teaches at Utah Stale

University and originally
came from Wales. The
friend wrote some dialogue,
recorded it and mailed the
tape to Dr. Gross. He also
sent sheet music with Welsh
words.
THE WEAPONS used in
the fight scenes of the play
were made in Spain and
ordered through a company
in New York.
"We've been using them
so vigorously we've had to
go to Industrial Education
and have them made
stronger." Dr. Gross said
He explained that the
weapons are designed more
for display than for fighting
and need to be reinforced.
"Parts of Henry IV are
like a contact sport." the
director said. "You don't
fake a fight The actor knows
what is supposed to happen
next but you really swing the
swords."

You plan the fight
carefully, warn the actors of
the danger, run the fight
very slowly at first and then
let the actors go at their own,
speed," Dr. Gross said.
He said that although
many of the actors have
been hurt during rehearsal,
the worst accident happened
to a girl on the costume crew
who badly cut her finger

while working
armor.

on

some"

There is a list up
backstage called the
"Bloodshed
Club
Membership List."
"Its sort of a purple heart
list." Dr. Gross explained
"Everyone who has 'given
blood for the cafte' has his
name listed and some have
their names starred." he
said

footlights
gale bogle
entertainment editor

Shakespearean dilemma

Pull up those tightslI
By Patty Bailey
Staff Reporter
I'm convinced
thai
pantyhose for men will
never become a major style
Guys just don't know how lo
wear Ihcin
The costume rehearsal of
Henry IV. l'art 1 proved this
point when the actors wore
full costumes for the first
time, including tights
"Pull your lights up." the

director ordered
The actor firmly hooked
his thumbs inlo the lops ol
the tights and pulled They
stretched upwards but the
bags around the knees and
the wrinkles in the calves
were still there

"Hull your lights up. gel
those wrinkle- DUl ol them
the director repealed. The
BClor started struggling with
the tights again
Another actor
walked
onstage
"Hull your tights up. the
director ordered As this
actor joined the other in the
battle with the tighls the
director
issued
more

Instructions
"Fellows,
always pull
your tighls up before vou
(ome onstage, if they're loo
long pull them up to your
bust and roll them over
Wear a belt under your robe
it vmi have to but keep those
lights up "

"DOES

HE

GET

shoulders? No? Where are
his Hughs' I'e doesn't gel
thighs"' the director asked
the head ol Hie COStuming
departmenl
i'e was referring lo the
second big costuming
problem of the play, armor
Although
the
costume
departmenl couldn't provide
real armoi the substitute is
strong enough lo be ,i real
problem to the actors, It's
very hard lo move freely in
even ' fake' armor it you re
not used lo it
An actor staggered across
st.igc.
moving
like a
mechanical doll as he learned
lo walk in Ihe armor As he
passed a performer walking

THINKING OF YOUR

FUTURE?
Army ROTC Two Year Program Offers A Commission
And $100.00 A Month To
Those Who Can Qualify.
CALL 372-2476/7 OR
COME TO ROOM 151
MEMORIAL HALL

Army ROTC

NOW;

1*31

Army ROTC

ARMY ROTC. THE MORE
YOU LOOK AT IT, THE
BETTER IT LOOKS.

the other way the other actor
suddenly started walking
backwards His cape was
caught on the "knight's"

armor
"You've got your helmet
on sideways." the head of
the costume department
advised a grimacing actor
IN THE SWORD fighting
scenes the actors have to
cope with the two problems
al the same time.
They creaked around the
stage stiffly in the heavy
armor trying to swing their
swords as freely as they did
in earlier rehearsals.
One ol them started doing
something behind his back
with his free hand
"What do you think
you're doing9" the director,
demanded as the sword fight
halted for a minute The
actor faced front
"My tights are falling
down'" he exclaimed.

Fa fher
and son

"The coming of age" of Prince Hal (left) portrayed by Jim Rosenberger, junior
(Ed), is the theme of Henry IV Part I. Steve Carr, graduate student, plays the
role of Henry IV in the production.

Totally infectious music'
WOYAYA
Review by Larry Epke
Osibisa's style of music
and
insitumeni.il
lineup
invites comparison with
such groups as Santana This
is grossly unfair After all.
Osibisa's members come
from Africa and the Weal
Indies, where they have
their musical roots Santana,

in contrast, has only the
Latin backgrounds of some
of its members from which
to draw its sound. Because
of these differences in
background the sound must
necessarily be different.
Osibisa shows its roots
throughout this album, and
combines them with Latin,
jazz and rock lo produce a
unique and thoroughly

FALCON PIZZA
SHOPPES
S^^^-^S^-V^—V-^--\^

SAVE $.25
WITH THIS COUPON ON ANY
12" OR 16" PIZZA AT THE FALCON
WED., THURS. & FRI.
FEB. 9th THRU FEB. 11th
— NOT GOOD FOR DELIVERY —
^*^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^%

- We feature the best sub
sandwich in town 4", 8", 12", 24"

musical style
The greatest
plus
Woyaya" has to offer is its
totally infectous feeling of
happiness The album is
nothing if not entertaining.
IT IS NOT without fault In
the introduction
to
"Survival ". the sounds are
described in the liner notes
as "mouth percussion ". but
remind me of the native
dialogue in countless Tarzan
movies
Also detracting from the
record are some solos which
don't fit into the general
framework
of
music
established ithe saxes are
the main culprits here t.
But these are minor
drawbacks
The overall
sense of the music is clearly
one of love and peace
Osibisa is not attempting to

ACROSS FROM
FOUNDERS
352-1213

ACROSS FROM
HARSHMAN
DAIRY TWIST
354-9933

•FALCON PIZZA SHOPPES—

THIS IS A band of cohesive:
individuals which defies the;
listener to remain unmoved!
by its music The separate
sounds, both instrumental
and vocal, nearly always
combine into an entity of
singular strength and beauty
in its sound
One feels compelled to
sing, beat out the rhythms or
join in other ways with the
band
The band urges the
listener
in
"Beautiful
Seven" to "Be happy1" The
remainder of "Woyaya" is
an attempt to infuse this
feeling into that listener. It
succeeds
This album is available at
the I'niversitv Bookstore.

TWO MINUTE
WALK TO
AD. BLDG.
CAMPUS
MANOR
APARTMENTS
JUST SOUTH OF BURGER CHEF
• NEW
•MODERN
• FURNISHED

Loaded with meats and cheeses
on a sesame seed bun

TRY IT! YOU'LL UKE IT!

propagandize anyone with
anything but a feeling ol
absolute joy

• LARGE PARKING
LOT
• TWENTY BUSINESS
LOCATIONS
AT YOUR DOOR

Now Leasing For Next Fall

\

PHONE
352-7365

352-9302
St veral Vacancies for
Immtdiatt Occupancy

352-4045

Tl» M N.«i, W.dn..da» F.b.un.y 9, 1972 /Fag* 5

Your spirit lives on
May it find its way
into print again soon

Folk festival aims
for pure music
Staff:
By Jm Lund
Traditional Norwegian
fiddling: blues piano from
Chicago's black community:
barnyard "hillbilly" humor:
unaccompanied Ozark
ballad-singing: a Bluegrass
band-all these folkentertainments and a
variety of other forms were
offered this past weekend at
the twelfth annual
University of Chicago Folk
Festival.
The Chicago festival has
always been distinguished by
its insistence upon
traditional performers: no
fuck Finn "folksingers"
here. It is sponsored by the
university's folklore society
which is made up of
students, non-students and
young professionals, "urban
intellectuals.'' if you will, all
of whom share a profound
desire to encourage the
propagation of unadulterated folk music.
THE WARM SOCIAL
interaction between the
society's predominantly
"hip" members and the
performers, most of whom
belong to some rather
isolated culture groups, was
a pleasure to behold.
One of the high points of
the festival was a speech at 4
a.m. Saturday by Arund
Roheim.
Montana's
champion Norwegian
fiddler, thanking "all you
wonderful long-haired young
people for your kindness to
me."
The only performers of
non-folk origin at the festival
were the ubiquitous New
Lost City Ramblers, whose
earthy music and first-hand
knowledge of the folk and its
arts added much to the
atmosphere of cross-cultural
appreciation
Snuffy Jenkins and Pappy
Sherrill's
polished
musicianship and gross
humor gave the uninitiated
audience alternating doses
of delight and shock.
Roheim's fiddling was the
first Scandinavian music the
festival had ever included
and its haunting melodies
were of great contrast to the
flashv American countrv

BG
News
Staff

fiddling of Sherrill. the
Ramblers and Tex Logan
BLUES PIANO was wellrepresented by Chicago's
Little Brother Montgomery
and New Orleans' Roosevelt
Sykes
Rural blues on guitar was
performed by Johnny Lewis
and by two of the old
Mississippi Sheiks, a black
blues stringband who
enjoyed great popluarity
during the twenties.

GOODIES f?CROCERIE>«

The Gay Sisters'I
performance of sanctified
singing and passing of
Mahalia Jackson, for whom
they were occasional
accompanists.
Bluegrass
was
represented by West
Virginia's Lilly Broghers.
with Don Stover and Tex
Logan and unaccompanied
ballad-singing by Arkansas'
verstile Almeda Riddle
The meaning of folklore
and folk-expression to the
urban fan" was laid bare
during a lecture by
Professors Archie Green
and Roger Abrahams which
turned into a heated dispute
between the academic
approach and
dig it"
appret-iators
Considering the tolerance
of "freaks
and country
people for each other at the
festival, it seemed ironic
that the professional and the
student strata of academe
ended up displaying
considerable mutual
hostilitv

,w*

OPERA IS NOT
JUST A WORD

ITS A

O

EXPERIENCE
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"Effill
JOYOUS
EXPERIENCE
EXPERIENCE
JOYOUS
ONFEB 17
OPERA IS NOT
JUST A WORD

Mardi Gras
Buttons On Sale
NOW!

'
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QUICK

UNION TICKET OFFICE
HIGHEST QUALITY GASOLINE

CARRY-OUT
RESTAURANT
Barbecue:
Select barbecued chicken, spare ribs,

CONVENIENT
GROCERY SECTION
Goodies & Groceries is the quick,
convenient way to shop.
Just run in when you run out of things.

center cut pork chops, smoked sausage,
polish sausage or meat loaf — all
tangy and tasty with tantalizing smoked
flavor you're sure to savor.

When you have a few odds and ends to get.
Goodies & Groceries is your fastest bet.
When company comes and the cupboard is bare
It's nice to know Goodies & Groceries is there.

CIGARETTES

OPEN 24 HRS.

Sandwiches:
Take home ham, rueben on rye, hot dog,
submarine or fish sandwiches - each
makes a mighty-good, man-sized meal.

$1.99 CASE

LOUIES CLARK SUPER
100 SERVICE STATION
LEHMAN & S. MAIN

WE NEED TO KNOW
IF YOU PLAN TO GO
SPRING BREAK IN NASSAU

CONTACT U.A.O. OFFICE

Milk
Bread
Eggs
Cereals
Soups
Frozen Foods
Baby Foods
Canned Goods
Soft Drinks
Bakery

Snack Items
Fresh Fruit
Fresh Vegetables
Smoked & Luncheon Meats
Ice Cream
Flour
Sugar
Shortening
Household Items
Health & Beauty Aids
Self-Service Delicatessen

Pizza:
i

Pick the pizza with your favorite
ingredients, piled on thin, crisp crust and
topped with tangy tomato sauce
and mozzarella cheese.

French Style Cones
Choose chocolate, vanilla, or swirl
custard-style ice cream - great for
snacks or desserts.

GOODIES PGROCERIE.
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Parking services In the
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By Dcaals Fitly
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Nusser said this one raise

According to Paul Nusser.
University
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loft, metal is shown Doing melted for purification;
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ACROSS
Family mau.
Arcade.
Western lake.
Place — on:
2 word*.
Molding.
_ -garde.
IM IHIK in fact.
SMI Hrllow
rharnrter: Full
name.
Famed dance
team of ihe
1920'a.
Indian corn.
l> inatientife.
Organ of
breathing.
Founder- of a

41
43
44
45
46
48
52
.
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

liulilute.
2It Sailor's guide:
2 words.
M Capital of
Hulgaria.
Hi Certain officer*.
31
din: 2
word*.
3S I.ike a Pindaric
pNI'lll
M One of hede
Milieu.
37 lean.
M Vrntilale.
19 Mminlain* ol
N.G and Tenn.
10 I
n- "Count'

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

of j»a.
Gym shoes.
More yielding.
Lively
celebration.
Wild pis.
Cremona violin.
Lynn _
actress.
TV veteran: Full
name.
Higheit point.
Baffling
question.
Attraction.
Circulation:
Abbr.
Accumulate.
Flneat.
Abounding in
certain trees.
DOWN
Kind of rubber.
Namesakes of a
president,
Type of fuel.
Ocean.
Supplies stored
away.
Chills.
Centipede's
specially,
Floral wreath.
Hot dish.
Rene6ta.
Mountain range
In Germany.
Whenever.

13 Archaic verb
ending.
19 Namesakes of
Routteau hero.
21 lot.
24 Founder of
"Lady's Book,"
1830.
25 Anoloniir.il Irrm
for tun-, I,26 Sculptor of
"U Baiier."

i
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17
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H

32
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• ..mini flowers.
Breakfast staple.
The Oakley girl.
Cleaner-up of
leaves,
33 Market place.
36 Becky Sharp-,
friend.
37 Vive
11 2

wdo,
39 Horkey player..
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58

40
42
43
45

Vessel
Century plants.
Poet's choice.
Certain South
African..
46 Jot.
47 City in Ariiona.
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24
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27 Burning.
28
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30
31
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27

1
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48 Pipe.
49 Knot of wool.
50 Standard.
51 Encyclopedia:
Abbr.
52 Palm Spring.
53 D.A.*a degree.
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All Fall and
Winter Merchandise

THE/MRS

$1.00
High School Students (I.D. please)

basketball

is mteiiupteil by miliuiit sludents

MednaoUy Feb 9 1*72

DONT

6-7pm

Hiologs Drpt, 112 l.ile Science. 4pm Dr W Eugene Poor.
Ways* Slate will speak on "Sex Life in Nematodes. a
sludy in oogc tic sis jnd sperm logenests '

skins, slacks, swealcts. jackets
dtesses sleepweat. tobes Wool
scatves, hats, gloves
etc. etc. etc.

game

pretty good Love. t>emps

Win .ins Club,
Capitol
Room.
Union.
OffSSISBIiOIHl iiui'ling All veterans welcome

0mm '" 3 p i All Adults SI 110

E.0 oi 7 20. 8 25. Sol Son ol 2 00 3 40 5 25. 1 20. 9 ?S

I'AMPUS CALENDAR

Women > Intercollegiate Lacrosse practice. North Cym.
Women s Mldg Beginiwrs 14 45pm. evperienced 1 459 30pm

40% - 50% off

Every Thursday for BGSU

CLaSSIFIED ~*®fe~

Ski Club 115 Ed Bldg. 6.10pm Top Ski Movie
Osier 1.innis Kree arid open to public
Women s
10 30pm

then all Hell bleaks mil1

Basketball

Intramural.
_

North

Ski the

Gym.

6 30-

Sociology I'ndergraduate Interest Group. Perry Room.
Union. 6pm

The disenchantment
of an Ail-American jock.

All Sales final'

Sigma Delta Chi. Alumnt Room. Union, 6pm Featured
speaker is W illiam Hrower. assistant managing editor of
The Node, -i prominent Black journalist

The Powder Puff

Assor ol Childhood Education. Pink Dogwood Suite.
6 SOpin Valentine Party with children fromCrim School

PEl.P WANTED
Baby sillers within walking
distance ol
my
home
Mornings or afternoons, call
352-3345 432 S Summit

&OOSICUR RO Ad, WESTGATE SHOWING

TOLEDO. OHIO

Girls wanted tor modeling
including nude Slarling pay
15 an hour
Reply with
corresponding ad

To<.
Life! V ,v

Mother's helper needed by
laculty couple. 1 child Light
house
work. 2pm thru
dinner
Must have car
Relerences Call after 2
353 9322

Tiddler'
on the.
Rpof

'DRIVE, HE SAID:
BRILLIANT!

TEACHERS wanted for
summer positions
Write
Paul Rutledge. 5800 Monroe
SI Sylvania. Ohio 43560

on ihe screen ;
Feb. ICMh

teat see how
anyone who
really loves

MAIL ORDERS NOW/

atovitt can
afford to miss it
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AMBITIOUS
MAN
OR
WOMAN Educational sales
division of a Marshall Field
tamily-owned enterprise has
local opening for ambitious
person o( unquestionable
character College education
preferred
Accustomed to
earning
above
average
income Must be ready to
accept position by Feb IS
For interview write Mr
Richard Banger. P.O Box
ST. Sylvania. Ohio 43960

otitro<iaicv»p totlou <*•*>•**
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SERVICES OFFERED

Sean Connery
James Bond 007
Diamonds Are Forever

T

fOK THCATHl PARTY INfORMA TIOH.
Ctll Bonn- MeeoSsr 1*19) 4/2 2141

CENTRE DRUGS
Main Street
Bowling Green. Ohio

BACK PACKS
MUSPROOM

PURPLE

MASP
new organuation
different experience. 3540821. 7»pm
VATAN's - a wide selection
of Valentine gilts from
around the world Now • all
Jewelry 30% otf 109 N Main
Attention Women students,
(acuity & suit, the deadline
(or returning Mortar Board
forms is extended one week
LEATPER
BELTS.
LEATI'ER WRIST BANDS.
LEATHER
LEATPER
LEATPER LEATPER TPE
WORKING I'AND CRAFT
CENTER
515
Conneaut.
across (rom City Park

The TEMPS are coming
DON'T FORGET EVERY
WEDNtTE-StorlattheCI

LASTCPANCE" I days -7
mghts in Daytona Beach,
round trip transportation
1125 Call 354-8493 lor into

M2. I'm glad I found you
before you walked out Ihe
back door' The hunt was all
worth it since I got the
greatest big ever Little Pat

Cheap date* "Penry IV.
Part I." Tonight through
Saturday 8 00pm Main Aud

Wed night at 8 00 LITTLE
SIS RUSP AT /eta Beta Tau
Pouse located at SE comer
ol Old Fraternity Row
Pikes Chi O's thank you tor
a "TEArnffic" time (ha. ha
Alonzoi
The D U's really know how
to have hairy bullalos. leas.
and hang signs II was great
The Gamma Phi's
Big Mary
A friend is a
present you give yourstll."
It's great lo be your Little
Libby
Becky and Cal. does real
love start by sharing a
coupe* book- Congrats to
you
two
on
your
engagement
Two of the
Gutter Slutlers
Congratulations Gail on your
Delta Tau Delta sinning'
Love your Cbere Soeur

Exec sec will type theses,
dissertations, miac. ph Ski7781

PERSONAL*
FRESHMEN Tired of big
classes? Interested m small
group
instructionGeography has alternatives
Register for sections 18T8 or
187*.

Mrs Ward - It's nice to see
you wearing the Alpha Skg
lavalier Congrats to you and
Roger Year Oimrai Phi
SISTERS
HEY! Lib Lori. Sharon.
Mary, Elaine. Cheryl. Lisa.
Aim Jude Dale. John. Rasa.
Sonny. Tom, Gary. Tern.
Dm: Thank you all (or a
very kaoey 881k! Yaa made
my being over the hill' (eel

Cherrywood
Model open 7
Mon-Frl IS
Napoleon Rd
or 352 7324

Res'
Center
days a wk 8-5
Sal and Sun
phone 352-9371

Valentine l"s and other neat
things lor the man in your
lite available at Nichols
Clothiers, downtown

North Grove Apartments,
two bedroom townhouse.
singles or lamilies. pels
accepted,
immediate
occupancy. 353 5891
Now leasing.
I
and
2
bedroom
apartments,
spring summer tall, low
rates. 9 month leases
Pendleton Realty Co 353
3641
Needed 1 F roommate Spr
Qtr 352-0763
One lemale roommate
Spring or now 352-0346
Bowling
Green's only
exclusive recreation room
I'eated Indoor Pool - gas
fireplace
■
party
room
w kitchen facilities and bar
outside courtyard, w patios,
and gas grills Dance Ares •
Locker Rooms
All this
ottered
by
Preferred
Properties ph 352 9371 or
352 7324
GAS MASKS
MUSHROOM

PURPLE

DONT FORGET EVERY
WED NITE - 3 lor 1 at the
Cl

FOR SALE OR RENT

F rmle Spr Qtr' Close to
campus Reduced rent 3530771

Panasonic
casselle
tape
stereo wilh AM-FM radio
Cheap 354 7362

Mature
male
roommate
wanted tor Spr. and or Sum
Call 352-5600

35mm cam w case rgefdr
f 1 7 140 6694861

Preferred Properties offers
Cherry
Hill
Village
w exclusive 4 jd s Club, and
Cherrywood Rec. Center
Model open 7 days a wk. 8-5
Mon-Fn t-5 Sat and Sun
Napoleon Rd Ph 352-9378 or
352-7324

50' x 10' mobile home, good
condition, furnished
Can
flay on present lot 12000 or
best otter 352-0611 alter 5 30
ARGUS C-3 camera 4 sale
810. 2 (lashes excellent cond.
Bower light meter 85 Ric
S72-33Q
BuKk '64 PS-PB Eleclra.
good tires Call 353-1101 after
5
'80 Chevy, good condition.
1150. 352-92S
1886 Mustang - six cylinder,
low mileage: blue Call 352

71 v w coav. black top. red
body, deluxe with radio. 8000
ml. Asking 8U86. Ph Toledo
collect 478-1500 or 478-3756
ask for John Donolrio
Piedeied Praosrtlas offers
CHERRY HILL VILLAGE
w'exclusive ID'S Clab. and

offered
by
Properties ph
352-7334

Prelerred
352-9378 or

/ •

F roommate needed Spring
call 352 059S

"The TEMPS are coming

.,.,..■

tv* Potato

Coming February 16

EVERY WED

NITE ] tort at the II

NOW

,

2

.W

lit i'"kl« n

*l2$o

1
■ ■■

1

2'>

bend her (he I TO LoveBundli
i his big, bright bouquet of
in hly iui flowers and V.tl.n
line trimmings Is imaginative!)
blended m .1 beautiful ceramic
bowlol world FamousHaegei Potleri Ordei
.11 oveBundle NI l\ so thai it CM wort Its magic
.ill wct'k You t.in send one almost anywhi re b>
simply 1 onlai ling youi nearby I rDFlorisl (Hint 11 )<■
1 an send candy »\ith vour Bowers, too )
Hut st.irt plotting now Valentine's i',*\ Is Monday

part of the

finishing process is polishing tho newly-madeproduct

and

only$1.50

HHQHHH

£**».*.■-,.*„^ .„,...

An advanced jewelry course shows busy hands at work. At

COL/rSe

Services expenditures by 17

22
21
21

12 lo I Sun
St 35 Duly luncheon Spocial 11 lo .1

college

approve
by

alone could increase Parking

$6,021

salaries

Akwnbom Room II lo 11 Mini Sal
Dining Room 11 lo 10 Moo Sol

Ohio

to

passed

IS
]r>
IT
IK

if 11.

An

now

classified employees.

*R

Fri. & Sat. nite
BARRY FITE af the organ

Sanlay

Board

2<l

Live Entertainment

and

is

and $5,594 miscellaneous.

-•
....

• Stacked Roast Beef

department

cent per hour increase for

an

would

The

waiting for the Federal Pay

$12,779 from meter receipts;

Send the love potion
that never fails.

• Italian Salami

ii

included

employees,

Copi. "M Geti'l Feaiu.ru. Corp.

• Stacked Corned Beef

Mi'

the

adopts

I'm hci undei

Pttt's

Nusser said.

registration

budget

requiring wage increases for
classified

non-student

car

traffic

Service!

Parking

more

needed, he said

• Stacked Ham

on a bun or Italian bread

fiscal

THE MAJOR '.train on the

revenue

parking fines; $9,403.25 from

would not go into effect

w/meat sauce, Italian Salad,

• Meatball

1970-71
for

$52.11981

increase In registration fees,

Your Bigs

Bread* Butter

than

Net loss for the year was
OTT

rat

KATHY
LYNN
SHERRI

I. Sandwiches

second

yield

more

the

from

congestion on campus

1 Alpenhorn Specials
■ • Vi Spaghetti -'/? Lasagna
■
i

the

breakdown

i> v

MINI MU's:
We think you're
great!

love,

During
year.

he

would

J40.000.

encourage

reduce

University

DIXIE
J00I
JUNE

car

increase

Services
said

people
Ihe

or

Campus Safety Chief Dale

non

said

student

'CIS

because

alternative

Oil

a

the

Shaffei

balance a budget with such
NO

only

that does mil ilirecils apply

I'owcvcr

fee

faculty member pays a fee

drivers in pay foi a service

to

'i-'UNDER

Presently,

in

lo them

never

third or fourth car

auxiliary

that

o(

attendants and

administrators

present deficit.

it

regulations or higher lines
to

parking lot

Parking

B violators.
director

are

enough to make up for the

cannot be subsidized from a

Oti

cars

or faculty member
operation. Parking Services

{^According

8.000

about

Since

parking

About

registered this quarter. A $5

MCOnd

Obtained

resinc 'live

by

driven by any single student

a

more

or

he said

balanced budget will not be
through

fees

(violation1 quotas to fulfill

•bout $14,800 over the pasl
two

registration

charging a fee to register the

Apt
for F
Sp
RENT
DISCOUNT call SS247H
1
male
needed Spring
quarter Wlnthrop South 3520884
Needed 1 F rmrnle now and
Spring Greenview 837 50;
352 9BS after 5
FOR YOU - A SPECIAL
DEAL!! 4-man apt to Sum
sublet Pool 4 air-cood 352
6382 evenings
Bowling Green's
only
exclusive recreation room
Heated Indoor Pool - Gas
Fireplace - Party Room
w kitchen facilities and bar outside courtyard, w'patio
and gas grills - Dance Area Locker Rooms, all
this

1 M rmale Spr Sum or
March 1 W inlhrop N 155 mo

352-5679
Spring A
Summer
bedroom
furnished
1125 mo I'ri 352 7819

- 1
apt

M r mate 5 room
175 mo 354 3302

apt

.1

Prelerred Properties otters
CHERRY PILL VILLAGE
w exclusive 4 D s Club and
Cherrvwood Rec
Center
Model open 7 days a wk 8-5
Mon-Fn IS Sal and Sun
Napoleon Rd Phone 352 9378
or 352 7324
1 male roommate tor Spring
Quarter
or
immediate
occupancy 155 per month
including utilities 354-7222
2
bedroom
(urnished
apartment
for
married
couple or two grad students
No children, no pels TPE
CHARLES APARTMENTS.
2 blocks from University
1170 per month Available
commencing
Spring
Uuarler Call 352 5298
1 F needed Sp qtr Call 3527333
2 men needed lo share apt
lor Spring qtr
Regular
•65 mo-now 150 mo
Call
BoborWcs 352-0753
2-man apt lor rent al
Greenview Sum qtr Betty
S52-OS60 evenings
Students & Faculty 2 br - 1
bath. 2br - !'■ baih 2 br -2
bath.
1160
L up
Call
Pendleton Realty 3SS-S64J

+\

F roommate needed - FEB
FREE
OWN ROOM 352
0627
Bowling
Green's only
exclusive Recreation Room.
Pealed indoor Pool - Gas
Fireplace - Party Room
w kitchen facilities and bar Outside grills - Dance Area Locker Rooms
All this
ottered
by
Prelerred
Properties ph 361-8178 or
352-7124
Nerd Females lo sublease
Spring qtr MARCH PAID 2
mi
2 F roommates
Spring call 352-7894
Wanted: 1 made to sublease
apt. Spring Qtr. Ml SO mo
Varsity So Apis ph. 3*1-7881

:*■>'

Th.*ON«w.,W.*iw^v, Wwyt, H71/T—« 7,r

'Where Thrifty Shopping is a Pleasure'

FRYERS, COFFEE, LETTUCE

Great Scot
FRIEND! V FOOD SIORIS

■\U

*^*"»

f*w

CHECK & COMPARE! GUARANTEED LOWEST TOTAL COST
CENTER CUT RIB

*

73*

«fi t*»

Sis»l PORKOWPS
sV\tf»

%%

m

•r I,

**ta

LB.
SAVE
c

40

100% PURE BEEF

*%8FIES\3M

WHOLE GRADE 'A

SAVE

SAVE*

26?

:2ft

WE
RESERVE
QUANTITY
RIGHTS

FRYER BREASTS 49° FRYER THIGHS

PRICES GOOD
THROUGH
FEB. 14, 1972

49

YOUNG TURKEYS

SUE ivvivu ivimbig

mi

$|oo

$|00

io LBS. & UP
YOUR CHOICE

$$4 00

1

THIS COUPON GOOD AT GREAT SCOT STORES THRU FEB. IS, 1972

BANANAS 13

smojiMJML&mQ^^

GreatScot
FRKNDIY FOOD STORES

IS». a/The SO News, W.*....WT

Another Purcell 'fan'

Mike "Bronco" Bartley streaks in behind Guolph goalie Ken
lockett to deposit hit 23rd goal of the teaion Friday, a new
club record. No. 7 it Don Muir.

ReCOrd

kenny's korner

One game doesn't make
a season...or does it?
By KENNY WHITE
Sports Writer
One game does not make a
season, but for the Bowling
Green basketball team, the
upset victory over Miami at
"Haley's House of Thrills"
was the zenith of an already
frightful year
Many people were filled
with the propaganda that the
varsity squad did not have
much to look forward to this
year The players realized
that a star player was
nowhere to be found on the
team. Actually, there was no
player to turn to when a
crisis came up.
To make a halfway decent
showing, the team would
have to perform as a gearmeshing unit. Without this
there would be many long
games ahead for the troops.
THOUGH MOST of the
team is comprised of
underclassmen, the main
reason they won when they
were freshmen is because
they played well together.
They ended up that year with
a 12-2 record.
During the opening round
of this season, the Falcons'
gained much respect
because they were able to
hang in many games until
the last quarter.
They made good showings
against Dayton, but to add a
little more confidence to the
team morale, the Falcons
played
top-ranked
Marquette down to the wire
WHEN THE cagers
returned to the land of
excitement for their first
home game, a treat was in
store for the fans as BG beat
a young Ball State team. All
in all the only really bad
showing the cagers gave was
their
lackadasical
performance against
Cincinnati.
While the student body
was home enjoying the
holidays, the team recorded
what could be termed as the
upset of the year on Dec 18.
With a complete team effort,
the Falcons defeated a
highly
touted
St.
Bonaventure crew
Things began to blossom,
like a tulip in the spring,
when out of nowhere the

team began to slip into
darkness The drastic turn of
events coincided with many
nagging injuries
I THINK the downfall
started with tnc bad showing
in the Motor City (holiday
basketball I
tournament
Then the unfortunate grease
fire that sidelined two .Inn
Kindle. Jack Wissmanl
players This in itself was
enough to kill the morale of
the team, because of the
hard work these two had
shown to win starting
positions

loss to Cleveland State Jan.
II,
BUT HE came back
Saturday to give his best
performance of the year and
converted two very
important free throws. The
return of Kindle and the
added fire power coming
from I.e Henson and Dalynn
Itadcnhop has also helped in
the team's comeback.
The most important
clement in the victory over
the Redskins was the bench
power of Hob I'otaling. A
player who has sat the bench
most of the year. Bob didn't
lose the confidence in
himself So when he was
called for duty, he gave lit)
pen cut and was Hie star of
Uie game

To make matters worse.
Tom Babik's knee was
starting to act up on him.
hindering much of his
These are not all the
mobility Bob I'otaling then
was the victim of a serious facton centered around one
stomach disorder All these contest Haley has gotten
many miles out of his other
little things, plus the long
sickening losing streak was, players such as Brian
Scanlan, Jeff Boomi, Tom
enough to make Coach I'at
Scott, Jeff I.essig. Al
Haley throw in the white flag
1'hillips and Tun I'crrinc
and say. "Wait until next
year."
Every last one of these
Haley, who had had many
players witnessed the ups
sleepless nights did not
and downs of a season.
conceive defeat to any
means His players knew
LAST BUT not least, the
their coach had not given up
lans who attended the game
on them because during the
must be commended for the
current losing streak they
strong backing they gave the
were involved in every game
team The fans play a major
until the last half of action.
role in any athletic event and
they make the players give a
little bit more
WHAT WAS GIVING the
Falcons so many headaches
I think the season is not all
lost even though the record
was the fact they could not
may indicate different. If
play two good halves of
basketball After the loss to
the fans get behind the team
and cheer them on perhaps
conference foe Oil. a silver
many more Miami's will be
lining began to appear for a
in store
struggling team.
II Haley can get the
Tony Bell, who has to be
complete team effort he got
one of the all time super
last weekend, then Toledo.
athletes at this school,
Western Michigan. Kent
answered Haley's call for
State and Ohio University
help at the guard spot Not
will be in for a rude
having much time to get his
awakening the next go
overall confidence in his
around.
ability. Tony has been
nothing short of a doctor's
prescription. In Saturday's
STADIUM VIEW
upset win over Miami. Tony
hit double figures for the
third time in his short
season.
Al Russ who has been Mr
Reliable all year, has found
SNAP-ON
added confidence in his
WHEEL ALIGNMENT
limited ability, and has been
the sparkplug for the team
ROAD SERVICE
"Bert", a name his
ALL TYPES OF
teammates gave him. was
the goat in the heartbreaking
REPAIR WORK

The end results were both the same for the Guelph
Gryphons last weekend. They had lost a pair of games to
Bowling Green's puck pushers at the Ice Arena.
But the locker room scenes afterwards were altogether
different. After Friday's 6-2 loss, the Gryphons carried on
like children at Christmastime. "This is a fun weekend for
us." coach Denny Mooney had said. "It's a time to relax
from our league schedule."
Then Saturday BG had squeezed out a 5-4 win in overtime
and the Gryphons were seething "I've never seen such lousy
refereeing in my life." said one player "We should have
brought our own refs," said another "They didn't know what
to call out there."
"SOUNDS LIKE the team isn't too happy with the
officiating," I said to Mooney.
"No. I don't think these refs were too competent. But
that's the way it usually is when you lose."
"For coming here for a 'relaxing' weekend, you hardly sat
back today like you did last night," I said
"Well, hell, we didn't come down here to lose I don't
know, maybe it was the bus ride yesterday "
Guelph had spent some seven agonizing hours on their
chartered bus, victims of a monster snow storm which hit
the north country
"HAVE YOU guys played Western Ontario'.' asked
Mooney Western leads the Ontario University Athletic
Association while (Juelph stands second, a (Misition Mooney
figures his club will end up in
"Yeah," I said. "We beat them twice (M, 4-2 > early in the
season." Mooney looked puzzled
"I knew you beat Ryerson pretty badly, but they're nothing
much Western has a helluva team I'm surprised BG beat
them But it's a whole different game here." he pointed out
He was referring to the difference in Canadian and
American college hockey rules In Canada the puck cannot
be passed over two lines while it can in the US And
offensive checking is legal in Canada but forbidden in
America
THIS MAKES for a more wide-open, speed-type game in
the U.S. while it's more of a deliberate checking game up
north "I don't like your game," said Mooney "But that's
the way it goes. I guess It took us about 40 minutes of play to
get used to it
"Do you have the same referees every game'1' he asked
"No, but we see several of the same guys We've had
maybe five or six different ones
"Geez. who was thai one guy -the older one''"
"That was Bill Hurcell'L
"He just cant skate anymore.' charged Mooney, "When
you get that old you can't keep up Hell, you can I make calls
from 75 feel away "
I COULDN'T help but chuckle at that For once it was
■ortMbody besides the 11G following which had poison-tipped
words for the greying Hurcell "The other guy iJohn
Mrtiiuiig.il' wasn't bad." admitted Mooney
The Guelph mentor changed the subject
Is BG in a
league this season'"
"Yeah, with Ohio U . Ohio Slate and St, Louis."
"ST, LOUIS?! All the way loSt, Louis, huh"'. How do vou
stand"'"
"We're in first place going into this weekend It should be
between us and St. Louis," i said.
"I'll be darn I saw Ohio U play in SI. Clair earlier in the
Mason." he said "Green and white, right"' Yeah, that was
them. I thought they were tough!"
"THEY'RE IN last place." 1 pointedoul "We beat em 5-2
and 10-7 in Athens "
"No kiddin"' Mooney could only shake his head in
disbelief.
Meanwhile, the Gryphons were still shaking their heads,
figuratively, at the "poor treatment" they had just gotten
andjjrudgingly packed then bags for a long trip home

.
HOCKey f

BG captain dan Shirton (2) and referee John McGonigal
survey on* of the few "scuffles" which broke out last
weekend. At far left is Brian Celentano.

BG burns midnight oil
By JIM FERSTLE
Late hours and inspired
performances
highlighted
Bowling Green's track
weekend at Central
Michigan and the Cleveland
Knights of Columbus meets
Traveling by car. the
trackmen began the long
weekend on Friday
afternoon with a four-hour
drive to Mt Pleasant. Mich
for the only indoor dual meet
of the year
Without all-Americans Sid
Sink and Dave Wottle Ot
d i s t a n ce- a ce.
Steve
Danforth. the Falcons
dropped a 62-51 decision to
the Chips, as the meet went
down to the last event
NEEDING A one-two
finish in the pole vault to win
the B»eet, BG'S Carl
Braseiton could only manage
a I3'6" third place, as
Central took first and second
at the meet
The Knights ol Columbus
meet was a different Story
with both Sink and Wottle
winning their specialties
with crowd pleasing final lap

bursts
Wottle's 4 089 bested an
international field thai
included the worlds best
half milcr. Ycvgeniv

Arzhanov of the Soviet
Union. While Sink was just
able
to
overtake
steeplechase rival Barry
Brown on the last straightaway in a time of 8:45.0
CCHASTANDINGS
L Pts
St. Louis
3 10
2 8
BG
4 8
0SU
Ohio!
5 2 •
Last Weekend
At St Louis
St Louis 9, Ohio U. 3
St Louis 7. Ohio U. 5
NCKI Weekend
OhioU alBG.2

AAaupin signs

FOLLOWING SINK
across the line in fourth
place was Steve Danforth
with an 8 49.5 while Wottle
added to the trio's feats at
the K of C by anchoring the
mile-relay to a victory with
a 51, 440-yard dash Dave
Fegley. Eddie Watkins and
Ted Farver preceeded
Wottle to amass a total time
of 3:30.8.
The mile team of Farver.
Rich Schittker, Bob
McOmber and Craig
MacDonald took second at
the K ol C meet with a time

SOX OFF-

24 MR SERVICE

Thanxfor the BIG
awakening!

The Pledges

352-9014
1530 E WOOSTER

Fortune Telling • Ohio Suite 3rd
Floor-Union - 8:00 P.M. Fri., Feb. 11
7:00 P.M. Sat., Feb. 12

SOGiQy!

) I I \l I > \l H \\

LIMITED TIME

FREE WITH BUTTON

SHOW TIMES:

give..

>••

you can't lose

Charities Week
February 7-12

Dennis Maupin, Bowling
Green's first team all-MAC
center, has signed a
professional contract as a
free agent with the Dallas
Cowboys of the National
Football League
Maupin was overlooked in
the two-day football draft
last week but met with a
Dallas official the day after
the draft in Toledo and
signed his contract
The outstanding offensive
lineman for the Falcons last
season. Maupin will be used
at linebacker by the
Cowbovs.

* Suits &
Sport Coats
+ Flare Pants
* Shirts - Body I
& Dress
+ Sweaters
* Coats
* Shoes
* Neckties &
Belts

SUNOCO

DZ actives:

Winners at Cen-tral
Michigan
included
MacDonald with a 4:14 mile.
Watkins with a 6.2. 60-yard
dash and Tom Newborn a
22 3" long jump
Fegley. a non-winner at
both meets managed to set
school records in two seldom
run events, the 50 yard
hurdles (6.31 and the 60 yard
hurdles (7.4). 1'is 60 yard
performance broke the
record of Bemie Casey set in
1960 by one-tenth of a
second

9:00-5:00

WANT TO HELP WITH

MARDI GRAS?

CALL
372-2343

U.A.Q. Rubber Bridge
Tournament
Sun, Feb. 12- 1:30 P.M.
ALUMNI ROOM. UNION - 50c
STUDENTS ONLY.
PRIZES AND TROPHIES

'

Rated GP
(General Public)

Slip Imitpratiij §>|ii.|i"
STORE HOURS: 9:00-5:30 MON.-SAT.
Student Charge Accounts Welcomed

352-5165

im

532 E. W00STER ST.

m

r

